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1. ixritoDueriON.  
In 1933 T. L. 4ckera1ey (1) ob rved F region ionospheric echoes -which 
appeared to be magneto-ioaically split into three components instead of 
the usual two. as occurrence of such triple splitting was not reported 
again until 1936 whoa Toshniwal (2) in Allehabad and Harang (3) in Tromso 
both observed sikilar phenomena. Baran& was the first to publish a Vf 
curve of the echo structure which showed beyond doubt that the third or 4 
echo was of magneto-ionic origin and that it had the following characteristics: 
(i) The critical frequency was approximately* 44 less than that of 
Us ordinary echo and fa leas than that of the extraordinary echo. 
(ii) In the absence of an 11 layer, at a given frequency the heights 
of the three types of echoes were in the order X, 0, Z upwards. 
(iii) The 4 echo was weak *Diapered with 0 and I *oboes. 
These features made it probable that b chosswere due to reflection 
at the third possible level predicted by the Appletoa-Rartree magnetic-
ionic theory. However, as we shall discuss in detail later, this theory 
which explains all the major features of ionospheric propagation, does not 
predict the simultaneous occurrence of three echoes at vertical incidence. 
The anomaly was recognised by many workers and several alternative 
summations and theories were advanced to account for it. None was 
conclusive, mainly because of insufficient experimental information. 
During the war, when high latitude ionospheric stations were set up 
at a number of places, it became obvious that LAILe splitting was a normal, 
if infrequent, feature of ionospheric observations at medium and high 
magnetic latitudes. Reports fromNsok (4), Seaton. (5) and Scott (6) in 
Canada, Newstead (7) in Tasmania and Rydbeck (8) in Norway showed that the 
minimum magnetic latitude for regular observation was about 54 ° with a 
oorrespondingmaxiimus inclination of the geomagnetic field of about We. 
Typical figures for the occurrence of triple splitting at three places 
in northern Canada are given in Table 1. 
The symbols used in Sections 1 and 2 are given on page 4. 
- 
3uch widespread observations made the problem of triple splitting 
• one of considerable interest. However, even by 19o1 there was still no 
generally accepted theory and the present inv:stigation was initiated 
as an attempt to find the correct explanation. 	.me Ptf records of 
triple splitting are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. 
Table 1. 
Plhoe Position Geomagnetic 
Latitude 
Dip Percentage occurrence 
of Triple 	,;plitting. 
Clyde 70°N.70°W. 82°N. 84020f 1.7% 	1946 
Churchill 58°N.94°W. 70°N. 84° 6.4% 	1946 
Portage 49 . 9°N.901. 62 0N. 78°20 1 180 1947 
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• 
• oliarGa of electron 
51
▪ 
UBSO of electron 
▪ valoeity of electroAagnetic waves in free space 
a intensity of the earth's mapetic field 
inclination of the earth's magnetic field to the vertical 
ra t 	= gyro frequency of electrons in the ionoephere 
= collision frequency of electrons in the ionosphere 
= density of electrons in the ionosphere 
N aaximitm electron density max 
• aneglar wave frequency 
k 611- 
54; = propagation angle. The angle between the direction of the 
earth's magnetic field and the direction of the wave 
normal. 
clsrl 
-G4 
Po° 
cAtical frequency of z wave 
fo critical frequency of ordinary wave 
f
•
critical frequency of extraordinary wave 
• 
c9:v 
tr 	`110.Q 
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5. 
2. RaIEW Or Tammia OF TRULL 3PLI2TING. 
2.1 Fundamental Theory. 
The basic ec.uations of propagation in an ionised medium have been 
treated in detail by many authors, see for example (9), (10), (11), (12). 
In this section we shall review sans of the fundamentals of the theory. 
The displacement 1: of an electron in an ionised medium under the 
influence of an electric field rand magnetic field H o is  given by the 
equations of motion: 
(I) 
We have assumed here that the wave magnetic intensity ii is small compared 
with the geomagnetic field intensity k. This assumption is justified in 
the case of the ionosphere and has the effect of making the relation linear. 
We have also neglected the contripution by positive ions and have taken 
the Lorentz polarisation term to be zero. 
Introducing the polarisation vector through the relation 
(2) 
equation (1) becomes: 
p 	e -,w 	 1-4-0 
Maxwell's equations of the wave field are given by 
-='• 
r 	= 	H 
	
at's/ - 
which may be reduced to 
obV 	_ 	E 4-4 irP).0 
liquations (5) and (5) determine the electromagnetic field in the medium 
*completely. Since they are linear and homogeneous it is suffioient to 
consider only harmonic time variations of the field. We choose a 
rectangular system of co-ordinates x,y,z with the geomagnetic field in 
the y o z plane. Squation (5) may then be written: 	(7;me4actof e*. 
- 4*.Ar P2 3 r. 
4g.P. 
	t)..1.(1-1) 	() 
Ez. -tar E 	 C 	Pz. 3 
6. 
or I .0,17 where 	may be called the polarisar,ion tensor. By 
introducing the dielectric displacement vectoriS--&siOP we can obtain 
the equivalent relation 1 ;:-E where g- is the dielectric tensor. 
If the direction of wave propagation is along Lhe z axis and the medium 
is either uniform or stratified normal to z, we may put 
4.7t. 	° 
The condition c4t45.-0 then implies that 
Under these conditions the six equations of (5) and (6) may be reduced 
to the following four: 
-t) 
—4nt 
	
1:1;( 
	
( — 
+ 	4--471k) 
4 
•FiTri ) 
( • 
These are the basic magneto-ionic equations of propagation in a uniform 
ionised medium or of vertical incidence propagation in a horizontally 
stratified ionised medium (taking the z direction to be vertically 
upwards). 
2.2 Ray Theory for a slowly Varying Medium. 
Let the electric intensity of the electro-magnetio wave be represented 
by the function 
- 
This expression defineBn the refractive index by the velocity of phase 
propagation. If the medium is slowly varying, that is 
)ry\ 
equations (8) and (9) may be reduoed to 
• 
7. 
▪ -%).• t 	7. _ / ---- 
) tax • 
• The condition that these two equations are consistent is that the 
determinant of their coefficients is zero, that is: 
{ T 
(' ...-4a) 	7 
LJJ 
Po° 	p 
' 
• 
This equation has for its solution the well known Appleton-Hertree 
expression for the refractive index 
4 
.0 
1.5/ 
The refractive index is four valued, the solutions of equation(12) 
corresponding to the up-going ordinary wave l the up-going extraordinary 
wave, the down-coming ordinary wave and the down-coming extraordinary 
wave. The complex polarisation of plane waves advanoing along the 
z axis is defined by the ratio of the complex components of the field 
in the XY plane. Using equations (4) and (10) we obtain 
,- 
I •;..._ 	• -<., 	 ",-.,_ 	, 	__ •__, 	. 	- •, ,, 	k, i ---,-% ,  iei 	' ,e:1 	,-.4('I 
' 	--:: i 
1. a- C -S 
8. 
Reflection of an up-Going wave is considered to occur at the 
electron density level for which the appropriate vulue of the refractive 
index is zero for zero collision frepency, or apploach3s zero when the 
collision frequency is ascii ( 	In general, for all conditions 
of wave frequency and geomagnetic field, only three such levels of 
reflectibn are found. The refractive index equation may be used to 
discuss the circumstances in which reflection at these levels occur, 
although, beaFuse it is limited to slowly varying nedia, it does not 
describe the actual process of reflection, 
2.3 Reflection Conditions.  
At vertical incidence the direction of wave propagation romaine 
vertical and the propagation angle 	will equal the inclination of the 
geomagnetic field to the vertical at all levels. It is necessary, 
therefore, only to consider how the refractive index changes with 
electron density and collision frequency. 
(i) Collision frequency zero. 
(a) Quasi-transverse propagation (non vertical magnetic field) 
ir >>- > 0 
-)A 	11 - 	 - - a 
	
(1-'' • 	 `-s• e 	 do% 9 
4 
The reflection levals(n o) are given by: 
polarisation of emergent wave. 
Loft hcnded. 
t-tiglt handed. 
Left handed. 
The corresponding angular ccitical frequencies are: 
— r 1. 5Hc 	 4- iPcP& 
2. , 
?t,.. = 	', IW 	 —) .--- ,',1c,-,1 ,__  3.
, 
The polarisation of the down-coming euergent waves is loft-handed 
elliptical for the wave reflected at level I mad riGht-handed for 
the one reflected at level 2. Reflection at levels 1 end 2 has 
9. 
long been identified with the observed double splitting of echoes 
into extraordinary and ordinary components respectively. The 
anomalous Z echo then has the properties of critical frequency 
and height of reflection consistent with reflection at the third 
level, that is: 
C -2. 
C(1  
The three levels of reflection will hereafter be referred to as 
the X, 0 and Z levels respectively. 
(b) Lengitudinal Propagation  
If the magnetic field is vertical, (ei .ze)) we have: 
••••Na. 
Here, n t 0 when 	 polarisation 
FIG. 3 
14 '‘ Variation of Refractive Index with 4 for the case of 
'Quasi-transverse Propagation. 
Q 
4 
10. 
PIG. 4 
Variation of Refractive Index viith If- for the case of 
Longitudinal Propagation. 
(ii) Effect of Collisions. 
If a small but finite collision frequency ( 22....1) is used 
in the ilppleton-Hartree formula the zeroes and infinities of the 
refractive index disappear and also the transition between the 
quasi-transverse and longitudinal types of propagation occurs not 
at &=.0 but when the propagation angle is related to tip) collision 
frequency according to the expression 
6,Sig\le 
If the propagation angle is considered to be constant it is usual 
to refer to the corresponding value of A, as the critical collision 
frequencylt.Conversely, if 	is given we have the critical 
propagation angle at which the transition occurs.S)c. 
It can be. eeen from Fig.5 that, using collisions, real refractive 
index paths up to all three reflection levels can be found in the case 
of quasi-transverse (Q.T.) propagation. Plowevor, reflection at the 
Z level can occur only after the X wave has penetrated the region 
between the X and Z levels where the imeginary part of the refractive 
11. 
index, and therefore the attenuation, is high. 
The refractive index curva3for quasi-longitudinal propagation 
are essentially the same as in the collision-free case, that is, 
reflection can only occur at the X and Z levels. 
FIG. 5. 
Variation of Refractive Index withj 	for the ease of 
Quasi-transverse Propagation (stall collision frequency) 
FIG.6 
N.‘ Variation of Refractive Index withL for the ease of 
quasi-longitudinal Propagation (smell collision frequency) 
• 
0- 
HE GM 1" 04. 
12. 
The estimated values of collision frequency in the ionosphere 
are such that Q.L. propagation can occur in the region at vertical 
incidence only in the immediate vicinity of the earth's magnetic 
variation 4e1 
poles. For example, Fig.7 shows a curve of/collision frequency with 
height, published by Gerson (LW). From this we obtain the curve shown 
in Fig.8 for the inclination of the earth's magnetic field necessary 
at different heights for Q.L. propagation. We see that in the F 
region above 200 Km. ‘14.1.. propagation will occur only at places where 
the magnetic field is closer than 2.6 to the vertical. 
According to the vertioal incident appleton-Hartree ray theory, 
therefore, the only way in which simultaneous reflection at all three 
possible levels can occur at medium magnetic latitudes is through 
the q.x. propagation of the X wave up to the L level. This 
mechanism was fibre% proposed by Mary Taylor (14). It would produce 
extraordinarily polarised Z echoes and could, therefore, be tested 
experimentally by polarisation methods. 
FIG. 7 
Variation of Estimated Collision Frequency with Height. 
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ea 
coupled wave equations 
3 -7')• 
--- and 
n ratio LI 
This 
principal 
Eit . become identical for a certain value of the polarisation 
and thus they belong to the same wave solution. 
condition EL,,E4 may therefore be used to define the two 
modes of propagation, having the polarisations 
14. 
c: 
AA- 	 El 2. 
Ex. z 
where u1 and u2 are obtained from equation (13), that is: 
I-- N 	
1214 ,...‘6) 4.. 	1;44.:\.5 mcfe 	 (1 1) 
C. 4- II eq 
p
, 
Using these relations betweenf= C7 C7 F„in qquation (8a) it may be 
easily shown that 
‘Alt t 
pis - 4'0E1 , g 
Also, using the relations 
.2" Dxs + DX- ■ 
	 DI, -r- D1-1., 
and by forming new field componentsTrt 	II; according to the 
transformations 
Tr, = 
	 Ecct„. 	6) 
[1 ---44,•%. 
then equations (8a) and (8b) finally may be reduced to the following two 
where 	m 	ie I 
I 
M is termed the coupling coeffioient since, when Ni is negligible, equations 
become uncoupled and separate 0 and X solutions can be obtained. his is 
the case over all but local regions of the ionosphere and, except in these 
coupling regions, there is essentially independent propagation of the 
ordinary and extraordinary modes. We may obtain approximate solutions to 
these equations of the wall known U.K.B. type 
providing several conditions are satisfied. It is necessary that the 
CLieN coupling coefficient be small, that istec b4c 	vnd the right-hand 
side of the equation is allowed to have only a negliable effect; 
also we needthe condition for a slowly varying medium. 
The first term in the solution represents an up-going wave travelling 
in the '4 direction. Lithe neighbourhood of a reflection point the 
approximate solution breaks down and the up-going wave is transformed into 
a down-coming wave represented uy the second term 
Since the refractive index is four valued it may be represented as 
a single valued function on a four sheeted iilemann surface, using the 
height as a complex co-ordinateZeAteetq Branch points connecting the 
up-going and down-coming sheets are defined by ft,(9e0 or by  
Coupling points which connect ordinary and extraordinary sheets are 
defined byll i T-Alee. The polarisation veotor4Ae71 at these points 
and consequently the coupling coefficient tv)comes infinite. Fig.9 
shows the location of the branch points in the Itiemann surface. The 
reflection points are given by 
(  4 ct"  13 " 	r 
and the coupling points by 
so 
tr..I--L))  
Since the W.K.B. approximation is restricted to a slowly varying medium, 
it obviously cannot be used in the neighbourhood of a branch point. 
But if it is possible to find a good path around the branch point, such 
that the conditionV. 	is fulfilled, the solution is useful and 
the transmission coefficient can be expressed by 
e - f 
If the existence of any good path can be taken for granted it is convenient 
for calculations to use c. path right over the brTnch 7.eoint. 
In the case of !,;.L. propagation to the level, we are interested in 
the transmission coefficient of the ordinary wave through the .:"e'T. 
ordinary level of reflection. The integration is carried out along 
the line 
i -.C..1) 4- 	h —13 —
which joins the coupling points. At the ordinary reflection point 
• we have A= c) and at the coupling points A 4- I • Along this 
line for whiaht, we may write the Appleton-Hart ree formula 
16. 
• 
FIG. 9. • 
Branch Points and Integration Path in the Complex Plane. 
F10. 10. 
Variation of Refractive Index along the.Line joining the 
. Coupling Points. 
----APPLerom-OwmEE 
meolty 
SCALE WEIGHT 50 km. 
pm 5 P0 
17. 
The integration is carried out between the real axis and the nearer 
coupling point (2). Since in Fig.10 the real axis occurs at A-4 
it is obvious that as 	the position of the coupling point 
will approach the real axis untilz-44AV-t-lithe integration path 
remains ea the real axis through the coupling level. The coefficient 
of transmission of ordinary waves through the coupling level will 
then become unity. There will thus be a continuous transition from 
dit.T. reflection at the ordinary or coupling level to Q.L. reflection at 
the Z level with reflection at both levels over a certain range of 
values of )i,Jr a 
Although Rydbeck advanced the coupling theory as an explanation 
of triple splitting, he did not consider in detail the application of 
the theory, using typioal F region values of collision frequency. 
When this is done it is found that the predictions of this coupling 
theory do not differ essentially from those of the Appleton-Hartres 
ray theory except at places where the magnetic field is very nearly 
vertical. For example, Fig.11 shows the results of calculations of 
the power transmission coefficient of propagation of 0 waves twiee 
through the coupling level for different conditions of magmatie field 
and collision frequency, Tbs attenuation according to the Appleton-
Bertree theory is also shown. 
INCLINATiON o MAGMETiC FIELD eo 
FIG. 11 
Transmission of 0 Waves through the Coupling Level. 
18. 
It is obvious that the coupling theory, instead of providing an explanation 
of vaetical incidence triple eplitting in the V regjon at middle 
latitudes, actually demonstrates the reverse, that is, it is most 
unlikely that triple splitting is due to (.L. penetration of the 
0 wave through the coupling level. However, as we have seen, such 
a mechanism would produce ordinarily polarised (Z, echoes and could 
therefore be tested by polarisation methods. 
2.5 Oblique Incidence Triple Splittin& 
In 1950 Scott (8) and Dieminger (18) independently  proposed that 
ordinarily polarised echoes may be due to oblique beak-scattering of 
part of the incident wave. Scott suggested that longitudinal 
propagation may occur along the direction of the g3enagnetic field 
with Z, echo .reflection by ionospheric irregularities near the magnetic 
zenith of the observer. This idQa was not worked cut in any detail, 
although observations by Diemlneer indicated that F regon triple 
splitting was aesociated with the occurrence of epread F echoes, that 
is, with disturbed ionospheric coneitions under which oblique back-
scattering from ionospheric irreggiaritiee eight be expected. 
2, 0 
It has been the intention in this review to describe the 
position of triple splitting theory as it was in 1951 when this 
investigation was began. La we have seen, 4dbeckls 'as the only 
theory which has been considered in detail and this gave a negative 
result. The other possibilities of the Q.T. X wave Z echoes of 
Eery Tcylor and of tho oblique back-scattered echoes of Scott could 
not be assessed at the time and it was feat that the most convincing 
way of arriving at the correct explanation would be to obtain 
additional unambiguous experimental evidence of '4 echo characteristics. 
The properties which Z ochoes . might be expected to have, aucording to the 
three alternative explanations, are summarised belew: 
Type of Propngatica. Polcrieation 	Direction 
of Arrival 
mery Taylor Quasi-transverse X Vertical 
Eckersley and Eydbeck Quesi-longitudinal 0 Vertior . 
Scott and Dieminner Oblique 0 140 
It is coax that knoAedes of ths smas of iJolueistItion and of 
tho dirocUon of arrivul of Z ()Shoos v;3uld lcod to Cofinite oencluoions 
rerzarcanG the actucl 	01'1' usoon t.io 	he 
moulto of os3ouxsinnte 	thass cluL ,ntitio[J, :;h1oL ‘.:Jro 11_6.3 et 
EbbLvt, crs diocuosed in tto noxt oastionv 
FREquErIcy Mch 
• POLARIJATION AND ANGLE OF ARRIVAL mEA6URWENTS.  
3.1 The PoIariaation of echoes.  
PolarisLtion measurements, using the circular polarisation 
receiver described in section 7.1,were begun in August 1951. 
The polaris:-Itin sense of all echoes was recorded automatically 
once hourly on a frequency of 3.3 Mc/s. 	Observations wre synchronised 
with a Pff recorder which was used to identify the echoes. For 
the two months from August to October 1951 echoes ware recorded on 
four occasions. 	In all cases the polarisation was approximately 
circular in a right-handed sense, that is, the echoes were ordinarily 
polarised. Fig.12 shows a typical photograph of the echo polarisation& 
and Fig.13 a tracing of this record superimposed at the operating 
frequency on the simultaneous P'f record. At about the same time this 
result was confirmed by polarisation measurements on 21 echoes made 
independently by Hogarth (17) in Canada and Landmark (18) in Norway, 
1111114‘.143 
04u1.0 
Hobart. 
20-6-51 
2000 hours. 
1.41- aw-1mA 
e-14,40 
J- 1.1..aite4 
PdAltSe-44 eck0e0 
FIG. 12 
Polarisation Record showing the presence of a , fon°. 
FIG.13 Tracing of Fig.12 superimposed on 6imu1taneous P'f li a coard . 
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4. :TM; TI:.ORY OF TRIPLE SPLITTING.  
To determine the reason for the observed angle of arrival of 
2 echoes it is necessary to examine the conditions of oblique 
incidence propagation in the plane of the geomagnetic field. 
Although Booker (20) has devel3ped an oblique incidence magneto- 
ionic theory, this is unsuitable for surveying propagation conditions 
over a wide range of angles of incidence, except in those oases where an 
analytical solution can be found, that is, E.W. propagation and N.S. 
propagation at the magnetic equator. 
We, therefore, We a graphical method developed by Poeverlein (21). 
iiith this method any unusual features in oblique incidence propagation 
are obvious by inspection. 
4.1 Pooverleinis Method.  
For any region of uniform electron density we may draw a polar 
diagram of refractive index against propagation angle with respect to 
the geomagnetic field direction, using the Appleton-eartree refractive 
index equation. Suppose the region has an upper and lower boundary 
and that an FIX. wave is incident on one boundary from outside at angle 
of incidence 	• The direction of the wave normal in the region 
may then be determined as follows: 
The polar diagram, which is analogous to the refractive index 
ellipsoid of crystal optics, is orientated centrally en a rectangular 
co-ordinate system OX, Or, OZ in which the plane y e o is parallel to 
the medium boundary. The plane z V o contains the magnetic field direction. 
A line drawn through the diagram parallel to the Or axis and distance 
cir“:;; from the origin will intersect the refractive index surface 
in at least two points. The direction of the lines joining these points 
to the origin give the directions of the wave normal within the medium 
for an angle of incidence ,,:k(Sele Fig.(14) ). The two directions 
found in general correspond to waves incident on opposite boundaries. 
This result is obtained simply from Snell's law: 
f'det 	r% .L.pr 	Li; 	 tf  
It may also be shown that the direction of enerw, flow in the medium 
is given by the normal to the surface at the point of intersection . 
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• 
FIG. 16 
liafractive Index Polar inagram. A•wave. Gollision Irequenoy 4.ero. 
4.2 :italintal=et_Lp_a;LtAps,2, 
It is obvious from these diagrams that unusu:1 propagation of an 
up-going ordinary wave may occur ;hen the =Lie of incidence is pl.ven 
by the x co-ordinate of point 1), which is common to :Joth the ,;.; and 
familieo of curves. or this angle of incidence the refractive index 
cnd direction of wave normcl of the ordinary wave just below the level 
J. 	 will be very nearly the sumo as thooe of the WM/3 just above 
Cr" 
this leva• Ames both the 0 curves fo 	ond the 3. curves for 
ere obt91ned from the same solation of the 4dlaton•iiertras squzition 
(negative si6n before the sclu%Ire root) the wave bolarisations will also 
be the same. These features suggest that on up-going ordinary wave 
with this angle of. incidence will pass through the normal level of 
reflection at 	and continue on until reflected at the higher level 
N near 	z.„1+L'ag 	On its downward path the wave will run into tn infinite 
P 
refractive index barrier alightly below theiz-,t level. if scattering 
ocours dArin8 the process of reflection aufficient energy muy be scattered 
tack along the incident path to produce obssrvable oblique incidence 
4; echoes. The refractive index paths for angles of incidence near 
the critical ensle may be illustrated by juttiPi :booker's q I 	')ir 
as a function of electron denaity. These curves are shown in 
118.P.17,18,19. The dritical angle Of incidence is obtained from 
the co-ordinates of a point I?, that is: 
 
S 	C-46 
t 1 
Atter arriving at this explanation of oblique incidence Z 
echoes it was discovered that Povorlein had also suggested that 
an 0 wave might be propagated through the 0 level of reflection 
when the angle of incidence is given by Lquation 	•  
he apparently did not consider the possibility of the back, 
scattering of such a. wave. 
FIG. 17 
Variation of q with , when 
25. 
FIG . 18 
Variation of q with 1).,` when 
-1) 
FIG. 19 
Variation of q with 	 when 
P 
26. 
4.3 amparlson with ExBmkaaatl. 
The critical angle f incidence emals amost exactly the 
observed angle of arrival of Zs echoes. eI.g.20 has curves of 
Cp for different frequencies and values of mageetic dip, 
together with the observed uncles of arrival. .1Int the ecreefient 
is not accidental was ehawn by independent angle Lezeserenens of 
e echoes made in Germany by Moller (22) under different conditions 
of frequency and magnetic field. Els results are aloe given in 
Vig.20. 
= mch 
iligovi- 
alf" 2 0 'V Vnin) 
FIG. 20 
Variation of the critical angle of incidence with 
frequency and magnetic dip. 
These results thus afford an experimental deleonstration that F region 
I echoes are due to backscattered 0 waves which have penetrated the 
0 level of reflection at oblique incidence. 
4.4 32fect of Collisions. 
In the case of vertical incidence propagation the inteoduction 
of collisions increases from zero the propagation angle for which 
quasi-longitudinal penetration of the 0 level can occur. It is 
of interest to see whether an analogous situation exists aear the 
critical angle of oblique incidence. At vertical incidence a useful 
criterion for quasi-longitudinal propagation is that the refractive 
28. 
index curve of the 0 wave is continuous through the 0 	level 
and up to the 2: level. For quasi-transverse propagation a 
discontinuity exists at the 0 level. By annlogy one might expeot • 
that for a range of angles of incidence near Cloc , 0 wave refractive 
index paths continuous through the () level might be obtained. 
The refractive index polar diagrams using a typical value of 
collision frequency in the F region are shown in Fig', 21 and 22. 
Here points PI and P2 are the coupling points at which the complex 0 
and X refractive indices are equal forP=1 . They occur at the 
4.T. to Q.L. transition propagation angle. The curves  
are markedly different from the collision-free 011ato n14141;7-01 
in the case treated the difference becomes negligible. 
The simplicity of the Peoverlein diagrams disappears when 
collisions are included and q curvets plotted from them show a number 
of unusual features. For angles of incidence between zero and (1)1L 
the up-going 0 wavy curve does not connect simply at the 0 level 
with the down-coming 0 curve, but instead joins the X curve whioh 
eventually reaches the h level of reflection. Whea4=41( the 0 wave 
curve is continuous and Straight through the 0 reflection level. 
Since Z echoes come Reilly from the direction 4c it is apparent that 
the continuity or the 0 curve lip to the level is mis -lesdigg at 
other angles of incidence. 
It is obvious that the analysis breaks down completely in the 
vicinity of the ordinary reflection level where the medium is not 
oven approximately slowly varying and large changes in refractive 
index occur within very small fractions of a wave length. For even 
qualitative theoretical treatment •f the process by which the 
0 Wave penetrates the 0 level, it would be neeessary to use an 
oblique incidence coupling theory. Since appropriate solutions 
of the oblique incidence wave equations are not yet available, any 
further information about this process must be derived from 
experimental observations . In section 5 we describe measurements 
which provide some information of the penetration process. 
28 a. , 
• 
.FIG.. 21. Refractive 
Index Polar-Diagrain 
with small collision . 
, frequency. (wave. 
FIG. 22: Refractive 
Index Polar Diagram 
with small collision 
frequency. X-wave. 
tt 
FIG.22 a. 'Enlargement 
of Fig. 22. in the vicinity 
of the coupling points 
d P2• 
-FIG. 
• Showing the variation Of -ci with .f  for different: 
angleaof . incidence betweents ■Ictic:when the collision 
ifrequency 
The plus and minns. stens' are those used in the A-H 
V. 10y3ec 
p• iTT 4.65 ,40. 
c. tie t • PISsio'clel.toernia./gm 
- 
11. At. 
— 1 — 
- 
• . 
44t-4--Sf 4k 
0 	 — 	  
_ 
4 o b il;„ Region Triple Splitting.  
In the E region the collision frequency is sufficiently hig4 
(See Figs.? and 8) to allow uasi-longitudinal propagation at 
vertical incidence at medium magnetic latitudes. There are, 
however, certain features which require discussion. It was 
noticed by geek ;4), hydbeck 18) and Scott (6) that the F 1 truss 
on Plf records shows evidence of group retardation at the frequency 
foE. This effect W58 considered by Rydbeck as evidence that E and 
lower F1 L echoes are produced by coupling in the E region. Suppose 
that between fzE and foS, less than critical coupling occurs at the 
0 level of reflection in the E region at vertical incidence. Part 
of the incident energy will be reflected as an 0 wave and part 
transmitted as a Z wave which will have the group retardation of 
the 0 wave up to the 0 level. The L wave will penetrate the E layer 
maximum eince the frequency is greater than fz • 	It hill be observed 
after reflection as an F1 L echo. Near f oE, this echo should show ob-
servable group retardation similar to that of the E layer ordinary 
echo on the same frequency. This phenomenon is illustrated by the 
1"f record of Fig.24 which shows in unusual detail the F i L trusse 
near foE. It can be seen that near this frequency the L trace 
divides into stronger and weaker components, the former showing 
evidence of group retardation, while the latter does not. It seeqw 
likely, therefore, that in the and lower F1 regions,L echoes are 
due both to verticbl incidence coupling and to oblique incidence 
baoksoatter. No angle measurements were made on echoes of this 
type because thy are generally very weak at Hobart. 
Rtecl uEl-t c M  
FIG, 24. 1"f Record 
of 1020 hours; 22-12-50, 
iiaoquarie Is., showing 
split L trace at foE. 
6"cr-thl-tc Caorainc4hes 
54 3 ao ef 
ex:›evt n 42.4-1 C Covi
-elg,,zikres 
G2/43 	J=43°C--, 
31. 
5. 5513 iiiMULER POa SPLC1'1117,:r.i 01? 'A 	. 
The distribution of Z echo power with ancle of aorivel will 
be determined by the angular attenuation function of the propagation 
hole together with any scattering of the uevee which may occur between 
the ground and the level of the hole. ShoulO ea oblique incidence 
coupling theory become available, an experimsntal dateraination of the 
characteristics of the hole would be of acme interest in checking the 
theory. However, it would first be noceasav to ceanetrate that 
lower level scattering is negligible). In the ceee of other applications 
of the propagation hole, to be discussed later, we are interested only 
in the angular power spectrum of the waves ae ney 4 122iVe at the ground. 
There is a direct my of obtaining information about the anonlar 
power spectrum which is based on the unique property of '6 echoes that 
they are returned to ths ground in a narrow been. If a receiver is 
moved in a horizontal direction away from tho tranamitter, than the 
area of the reflection level seen by the receivw uill cacao to 
coincide with that illuminated by the transmitter. As the distance 
is increased the Z echo power will decrease in a way which may be 
related to the form and parameters of the clagular rower spectrum. 
This property of Z echoes is due to the fact that the direction of 
the propagation hole is always relative to the observer. 
The parameters of an assumed power spectrum nay also be obtained 
from a statistical analysis of the random fluctuation in direction of 
arrival. This method, whioh has been treated by LleaDonald (23) and 
Brumley (24), affords an independent way of checking measurements based 
on the beam effect of Z echoes. 
5,1 The Theory of the Z Bean.  
Suppose we have a rectangular co-ordinate system on the ground 
centred on the transmitter and orientated with the X0X1 axis along 
the magnetic meridian. Let the co-ordinates of the receiver be (a,b) 
	
and let D be the projection of this point in direction 	north of 
the vertical on to a flat ionospheric layer. Points D and A, the 
projection of the origin in the some direction, represent the centres 
of the propagation hole with respect to the receiver and the tilanpani++..... 
32. 
We also use two angular co-ordinate systems based on the vertical and 
perpendicular planes through 011 and BD. 
FIG. 25. 
Co-ordinate 3y stem. 
As we shall see, most of the power transmitted from 0 will 
pass through the propagation hole within a couple of degrees of 011. 
We may, therefore, write for the angular co-ordinates of D with 
respect to OA 
‘1„Cr:4z. 
k..pck 
and if to; antplar oowordinates of an element of area 4.41 of the 
reflecting layer with respect to 0A are 	its co-ordinates 
with respect to BD will be 
14-kw) 
Let the angular power spectrum of echoes at the transmitting 
point be 	
P6-1)1Y) 	 (27) 
the power incident on an element of area of the reflecting level will 
then be represented by 
c›< rik4-1(-6 	(1 )6t T 	( 2 0 
and the power received at point B from this element by 
c< P@TVD P0—*Ii791-/i. 6( 4,4 (2-9) 
We then have the total power received at B 
Pe Go‘ 	 r j P(CP 14) PO -(PA -WL) 
- rt 
It is convenient to normalize the power received at B so that 
33. 
• 
To progress further it is necessary to mi-ke a plausible 
assumption regarding the form of the power spectrum. Wo will aesume 
that the spectrum of echoes received at the traneditter is gaussian, 
that is: 
• 
The total power received at B is than 
- \ 
_ni.i.vs . ) d I 4\ 4. 	r Jj6---.a ,F 
I3 
- 4 (1. — --, c-ra.-% —.A,-- ‘,..._ ---,,--7--,) 1 /7  P 	, ) i e 	cri 
For receiving points in the magnetic weridian of the trans -aitter 
we have Q/cA.:-.v , and integrating with respeot to '7‘ 
we have 
• 
o e 	11° 
T5A 
A gaussian power spectrum will therefore result in a gLausian variation 
of h echo power with distance from the transmitter alone the magnetic 
	
meridian. By measurindthe ratio 	und the true height of reflection 
FA 
h ve can determine tha standard deviation dr of the assumed spectrum. 1 
Measurements at different distances tram the translattor would be 
expeoted to provide some indication of the validity of the assumed form 
of the power spectrum. 
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That is 
The actual method of calculating the true height from the 1) , f curve 
was that developed by Kele° (25) which allows for the effect of the 
geomagnetic field. 
It can be seen from Table 3 that the true height of reflection 
did not vary much throughout the observations and, because of the much 
greater variation in the relative Z echo powers observed, it was 
considered that no serious error would be caused by referring all 
measurements to the mean height of 210 KIII6 The mean variation of 
Z echo power with radial distance from the transmitter is shown in 
Fig, 27. 
4 
4 
FIG. 27 
Variation of Z Echo Power with Horizontal Distance from 
the Transmitter. 
It is clear that Z echoes do return to the ground in a narrow 
beam as predicted by the theory. The decrease in power with distance 
is approximately gaussian and is therefore in reasonable agreement 
with the assumed gaussian form of the angular power spectrum. A 
gaussian curve fitted to the experimental points has a standard deviatior 
of 3.3 11‘44 which, with the nominal reflection height of 210 Km., gives 
us 017 for the N.6 standard deviation of the angular power spectryll. 
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The 11-0 result is in reasonable agreement with that obtained 
from the power measurelaents, particularly since in the case of angle 
observations, we ars using a cLuantity 	, th.; observed vaue of 
which will be I:massed by any random D.F. error.. These ezrors 
are discussed in section 7.2. In the case of the power observations 
random errors 'would be averaged out in the find]. result. It is 
considered, therefore, that the result obtained from the power 
measureL]onts is likely to be nearer the correct value. Abwever, 
the Da. results do suggest that the spectrum is not greatly 
different in the 11.4.; and i 	directions. Summing up, we may say 
that, ith the conditions of frequency layer height and geomagnetic 
field in which these meesureannts were conducted, the angular power" 
spectrum of Z echoes is nearly symetrical about thi meen direction 
with a standard deviation of about 0.37°. The corresponding half 
power point would lie at 0.42° . 
We have seen that the narrow angular power spectrum of echoes 
may be regarded as being due to a propagation hole in the J Leval of 
reflection. Using the results of the power and pivisa measureaents and 
en 0 reflection height of 195 Kin., the hole has a e,ussian section with 
a standard deviation of 1,6 ILA. The total viath of tho hole to half 
power points is then 3.7 m. 
• 
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6. SOLAT APPLIOJITIONO OF T313 Z 2a0PAGLTION E01,14. 
6.1 Back Ocettorina. 
In the past studies of the horizontal irregalaeitiee of the 
ionosphere by pulse techniques have boon limitod by tila wide beam 
receiver aerials used. These have allowed only measurenonts in 
which the average effect of all the irregularities over a wide 
area could be observed. However, the Z pro2atption hole in 
effect provides the receiver with an aerial bee a width of about 
$40 with which we can examine at oblique incidenoe BOMB of the 
scattering properties of a small element of the reflecting layer. 
It is characteristic of many Plf records of triple splitting 
that the Z trace appears strongest near the Z critical frequency 
(See for example Fig, 26). This suggests that the power scattered 
back from the 7 level increases as the critical frequency is 
approached. 
This question was investigated by recording Z echo anplitudes on 
a fixed frequency in the way described in Section 7.5 9 at times when 
the F region critical frequency was decreasing rapidly. The ratio 
of the operating frequency to fzF2 was obtained freaP'f records 
made every two minutes. Although it is possible to study the change 
in 2, echo amplitude with frequency by sweep frequency techniques, it 
was wmaidered that to reduce possible errors Cue to chuneas in 
transmitter efficiency und in ionosphorio absurptiOn Wia frequency, 
it would be better to observe the amplitude on 11 fixed Frequency. 
Ciatisfactory observations were obtained on fear occasions. These all 
showed an increase, in the echo amplitude near the ciltiocl frequency. 
The results are summarised in Fig. 29. 
The reason for this affect is not obvioue,Uthou3h one ony suppose 
that at oblique incidence, when the critical frequency is approached, 
the wave group will travel u greater distance horizontally, encountering 
more irreEglaritias than Aion the fre:.,uency ratio _4. 	is much lower. 
c 
The increased back scattering would normally affect measurements 
using the ordinary or extraordinary waves at frequencies above their 
rJepective vertical incidence critical frequencies, for exemple, in 
investigations of spread F echoes. At these freoleyeeies all echoes 
0 .90 
	 0.95 	 1.0 
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may be due to obli,iue back scatter and the enhunoe,Tient of the echo 
power would modify thoir angular power spectru. 
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FIG. 31 
Variation in Soho Amplitude near tha Critical Frequency. 
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8.2 h Gritical Frequently. 
An interesting property of the 	trace on P'f rJc , rds is that 
it forms an easily measured frequency reference from which the 
vertical incidence orainary wave critical fre uency can be calculated 
when its value is audetful because of severe critical frequency 
spreading. 	Using Lquation5 k we have for the vertical incidenee 
0-wave critical frequ .cncy 
) d' 2J CvAK  
Figs. 31, 32 and 33 show some examples of 1"f records of spread 
F ionospheric echoes. It can be seen that the calculated value of 
f0F2 falls either near the inside edge of the 0 trace or at a some-
what higher frequency. These two situations are typical at Hobart, 
the former being most freitiently observed. In this case it appears 
that the spreading is entirely due to oblique baokscatter. 
In the second situation it appears from kof records taken at 
Hobart every ten minutes that the spreading below the calculated 
value of f
0
F
2 
is recorded as an additional trace wLich gradually 
spreads towards the U truce. It is possible, therefore, that it 
is caused by obli que backscatter from region of less maximum 
electron density than occurs at vertical incidence. 
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6.3 Radio  
An interestinG possibility of usinc; the 6 proi)agation hole 
lies in the field of radio astronomy. By cheosing the orating 
frequency above the Z critical frequency, waves which Lave penetrated 
the 4 hole in the 0 level will not be reflected at the 4 level, but 
will penetrate the electron maximum of the layer. Between the 4 and 
0 critical frequencies neither the X: or 0 wawa will pass through the 
layer which will form a refleeting screen, except in the direction 
of the hole. For complete penetration of the layer the up-going or 
down-coming 0 wave would have to penetrate a second 4 hole at the 
ordinary level of reflection above the electron maximum. The 
approximate ray paths are shown in Fig.34. We, therefore, have the 
possibility of examining extra-terrestrial radio sources at 
frequencies of a few megacycles with an effective receiver beam 
width of about .84 . 
It is necessary first to consider whether the differences in 
geomagnetic field strength and magnetic dip between the upper and 
lower 0 levels is sufficient to cause misalignment of the two 
holes. Fortunately, this does not occur for typical F region electron 
distributions. The case considered in Figs. 35 und 36 gives a maximum 
difference in direction for the .two holes of 0.1(9 * 
We will illustrate the procedure of using the propagation hole 
by considering the case of observations from points near the Greenwich 
meridian of the radio sources in Cygnus (R.A. 19 hr. 53 min. Dec. 40e). 
From the curve of the variation of the zenith antic of Oygnus with 
geographic latitude as it crosses the magnetic meridian we find the 
necessary direction of the propagation hole at each latitude. Using 
the appropriate values of F region magnetic dip and field strength, 
we then obtain the variation of operating frequeney with geographic 
latitude from Zquation 
—ti 	irk 	(25) 
t+ 
For example, at latitude 51.5° N. and with cn oeorating frequency 
of 3.25 islcis the direction of the propagation hole will coincide with 
the direction of Cygnus when it creases the mageaetic meridian. 
"ni!fiT."" 
ReCIACr.un LEvit, -4" 
OBSEAVeg 061Ek4M 
:Fig. 34. 
Approximate ray. 
Fig. 35 
-Height difference, 
- -between upper and 
lower 
Because the propagation. , hole has an angular width of •Bethe • 
operating frequency can lie between 3.2 and 3.3 Ide/s without 
seriously affecting this result. 
In Southern EnglandapprOpriate critical. frequencies will . 	, 	. 	• 
occUronly:duringtbenigbt. This limits the months of observation 
to those when Cygnus crosses the. magnetic meridian during the early 
hours of the-morningt that is, during Juno and IuLy. However, by. 
Varying,the - latitUdefibf the place of observation, the operating 
- frequendymay:bechosen .. to lie near the probable F region critical 
frequency at any time Of , thednY. 
Qlrgnus.:has:been . .chbeen as an example, , because it is a strong 
source in.tbe.piesence .- of• &relatively weak backgroUnd, and Would 
seem to Afford the beet hope of testing the technique. 
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Fig. 36. 
Difference in mean direction of upper and lower holes. 
Some limitations to the technique may be summarised as 
follows:- 
(a) It is not known to What extent the incoming wave would be 
attenuated by operating so close to the critical frequency. 
Measurements by Shain & Higgins (27) on 9.15 Ut/s: and 
18.3 Mas have sugcested that the increase in attenuation as 
the critical frequency is approached, is greater than would be 
expected from simple magneto-ionic theory. 
(b) Although the propagation hole provides the receiver with 
comparatively high angular resolution, there is no increase 
in the signal to noise ratio such as would be obtainod with 
a narrow beam aerial. For night measurements in the summer 
the effect of atmospherics would probably be the limiting 
factor unless a reasonably directive aerial were used: 
(0) At any given latitude a strip of the sky only a few degrees 
wide can be scanned by the hole. 
Altboup no strong sources have been found at a suitable declination 
for observation from Hobart, the galactic centre passes near the propagation 
(.,64‘ 	(A7-- 
(qA) 
(4-s) 
<=3‘ 
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hole in the early hours of the morning during months of May, June 
and July. At these times measurements made during 1954 at Hobart 
have shown that interference from atmospherics is often very small, 
and it is possible that there may be sufficient radiation from the there are 
galaxy for successful observations. It 'is also possible thet/etrong 
sources near the galactic centre which would not have been discovered 
by interferometer techniques because of the strong background radiation. 
There ideas will be tested by observations to be made at Hobart 
during the coming winter. 
6.4 Ionospheric Ileuk4ness. 
6ince V region 2; echoes are entirely Clue to bLckecattoring, it is 
obvious that they wovido evidence of irrot;uloritles in tLe reflecting 
layer. Llso, since they are due to backscatterine, from a mall element 
of the layer, their caplitude is a direct indication of the degree of 
roughnose of the layer. It is interesting, therefore, to examine 
how the occurrence of 2, echoes is related to esti:Elates of the ionospheric 
rou1mees obtained in other ways. 
LI method of estimating roughness, using pulse technicLues, has been 
developed by Briggs and Phillips (26) who ohocd that the angular spread 
of downcoming waves may be related to the difference correlation 
coefficient between the emplitude fading pattarre at We points on the 
ground. They assumed that the angular power spectrum of echoes received 
at the tronsmittor from a rough ionospheric layer is approximately gaussi=, 
that is: 
PCteK- cn")/4 
In this case the parameter m of the power speetrum may be related to the 
AnAe. . average correlation between values of the echo amplitudespeasured at two 
points on the ground 	wave lengths apart, by the expression 
In practice, instead of(() it is more convenient to measure the 
difference correlation es(s) where LSO is given by 
I A — A2I 61-9 
— 
	 v 
Cse e Mc r4oi (s 2)) 
Also, instead of using parameter in we may define a parameter  
the qaarter power angle in the received spectrum, that is 
c corn.' 4„ 	
(4 ) 
Brigge and Phillips showed from Equations 44, 47 and 48 that JoN 
Is approximately proportional to 	providing 40 is less than 
about 100 end j is less than one wavelength. In the case of 	Os 
for example, where 	meusured in degrees, ae have 
0 
7"Z 
Ai) 
Measurements of 660 were made at Hobart during July and august, 
- 
1953, using the twin ch
1r 
annel amplitude recorder attached to the direCtiOR 
finder (See Section 7.2,3), The amplitudes recorded were of ordinary 
echoes received in the North and South loops respeetively. The wave 
2 frequency was 5,8 Me/s and the spacing 3 between the loops was -- 3 
wave leniths. All measurements were made between 1300 and 1800 hours, 
The results are summarised in Table 4. Occasions when triple splitting 
was recorded by the Pt!' recorder are also shown. 
T4BLE 4. 
41). Degrees " 
0 - 1 i - 2 2 - 3 3 - 4 4 - 5 5 - 6 6 - 7 7 - 8 8 - 9 
Number of 
Observations 
 
5 	9 	13 	11 	11 5 	3 	4 	1 
4 	1 	3 	1 Number of Times Triple 
Splitting 
Recorded 
Simultaneously 
s; 
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It can be open that there is a good qualitative agreement between 
the occurrenee of triple splitting and increased ionospheric roughness 
as indicated by observations= of 4 , particularly since the technique 
of measuring roughness is very approximate. The assumed form of the 
power spectrum does not take account of the axial asymmetry about the 
vertical of oblique reflection, which is due to the presence of the 
geomagnetic field. Also, the enhancement of Z echoes near the critical 
frequency, reported in Dection 6.1, would produce observable triple 
splitting at smaller values of 4 0 than otherwise would be expected. 
Because of these factors it was not considered useful to attempt a mare 
detailed correlation between the occurrence of echoes and ionospheric 
roughness. 
• En'LAIL A -2AL 7130MIC ,103. 
7.1 Polarisation Ebaenrerlents. 
In the investigation of the polarisatica of ach.ces it vas 
necessary only to determine the sane of polLrisation. L!etailed 
50, 
1no7ledce of tha 	polarisation of the echoes 1T,30 
 
ot of ,t 
 
great interest. aloe, because of the circumstances at tho time, 
it was desirable to use a system of measurement uhich could be 
made autanatic. These conditions uore mot by using a eIrcular 
polarisation receiver of a typo duo to Z)uney428). 
7.1.2. RAIRAAp1e of measurement. 
Pulley's system essentially is equivalent to electrically 
rAotatiug a loop aerial about a vertical azis at a hie:LI audio 
frequency. .8. circularly polarised dora-cening wave vill then 
produe3 in the corial a eal.rent of frec,monoy lose thn71 oz greater 
than that of the wave frequency, dopendiac on 	ther the rotation 
of the vavo field vector is it the eam ,) or in opL;csit7 sense to 
the rotation of the loop. 3y connecting tho Lorial to a receiver 
tuned eithor above or belev the wave froulencyp5in7lals due to vaves 
of opposite polarisations can be separatod. 
The actual method of effectively rotating the aerial is to use 
tuo loops mounted ve2tiOally at tight Engleo to aleh otLar. They 
aro conaoctod to tho uida o2 gear wIno Thio c i].,IglulfAted in 
phase quadraturo at about 30 Ws. The outpnto of the Tour valves 
are connected in parallel to a pulse receiver. as cetlIod of 
codulation causes each of the modulating valves to con:luct 
successively in a cyclic umner. The effect is claivalent to 
2?otating a single loos aerial at the modulation freciuency. 
7.1.3. Theo of 0 ration., 
Lath a pair of typical sharp cut-off velvas,such as the 65E7, 
• connected vith the grids in push-pull and the plates in iwrallel, 
the resultant mutual conductance will be linear :;roviding that t 
steady bias is suitably chosen. idith a ulf113 value of load iapadence 
compared vith the valve impedance, the Eutual conductance is 
4L._ 
OC 	?r-14... 
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amplification factor of the stage, that is, 13e can write 
,.../A--: = Vo iki 't 
A small voltage El  in addition'to the steady bias and a 
modulating bias Eg will produce Elias across the anode circuit. 
If ES is of the formVCrwe-A- then the resultant voltage across the 
anode circuit will beE 1\kcrx4irfor one pair of wallies and  P 
for the other pair, since the modulating voltage is 900  out of 
phase in this case. 
Suppose that a circularly polarised wave is incident on the 
loops in a vertical direction, so that 
I Ea, 
The resultant voltage in the anode circuit will be 
• kVA 6,-) IP& 	5 
Z%./A c4-40fr ir-7C2) 
We see that the frequency of the signal has been reduced by an 
amount equal to the modulating frequency. If the incident wave 
had been circularly polarised in the opposite direction then 
and the output becomes 
D•cmc.-/ 
/ 	° 	 I 
("°V 
kvA 	 6:9 
• 
5g, 
In general, whatever tilo. state of polarisation of tha wve or its ungle 
of inoidence, the projection of the ;aognetie vector on the horizontal 
plena will be the oaly oompoaent which will affect tte loupe, and this 
projected vector on in turn be resolved into two rotating vectors with 
opeosite senses of rotation. One of these vectors will produce ourrents 
in the nnode circuit ckluul to the difference ond the other evuol to the 
sum of the signal and modulation frequencies. Re currant of the Original 
signal frequency appears in the enliode circuit ana, since the receiver 
is tuned to the heterodyne frequency, no error will be caused by signal 
frecluency pick-up in the leads or receiver. 
7.1.4. tails  
Figs. 37 to 41 show the block diegraes and circuits of the various 
pieces of evAipment. To avoid retuning the receiver to the upper and 
lower heterodyne frequencies the sense of moOuletion as reversed by 
means of a switch. A synchronously operated switch in the output of 
the receiver allowed echoes of opposite polarisation to be displayed on 
the two beams of u double beam oscilloscope. The receiver Was 
commnicatione recelevr with its bend width increased to 2Utic/s with 
resistors across the a circuit. be receiver aerials ware ainglo turn 
shielded loops 2'6" in diameter with a tuning range of 2.2 to 4 :Leis. 
The pulse transmitter was of conventional type with a pea power of 4 KW., 
a pulse length of 100,4,,secand a pulse repotitiOU rrWilOy Or 60 per 
second. 
The display oscilloscope was Aotographed with n intermittently 
operated camera, uuing 35 Mel. film. 
Observations ware made automatically once Letaly on a fratiuency 
of 6.3 ,;:c/s. The normal 331.18403 of operations wae zs follows: 
1. pulse transaitter on. 
2. Cathode ray opoillosoope an. 
itf recwAer on. 
4. OailiJr-1 shutter os)oned for second. 
o. Polnrisfition awitoh reversed. 
6. Canara shutter opened for second. 
)lc.risQtion switch to n3rmAl. 
3. kof r=rder off. 
J. Vila wound on. 
.410. fe,114-0. and ...transmitter elf.f . 
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FIG. 38. - . Circuit Diagram 
of. Polatisat ion Diecrmiiator .  . 
G. 40. Block Diagram 
of Transmitter. 
"FIG. 39.. Circuit Diagram 
of Modulating Otieillator. 
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7.2 D. P. Lleasurements % 
measure completely the direction of arrival of radio waves 
reflected in the ionosphere it is necessary to .1(iasure at laLet tv.7e 
independent pareters from which the direction in spea 1:_;L*,y be derived. 
Ona of the most accurate AethoUs availeble is ;Jo 	phcza 
differencee betweaa the eiLauls 1.-luced by VII; clzaazlir.:,;':.1x23 in rt 
least time spaced aerials. In practice it is LI:et arz.viLi=t to use 
four aerials arraagpd at the corners of a eman as in . :13.43. Tha plisse 
differences between diaEonally opposed pairs of cari:ic are eeLsured. 
This method has been used in the past by ikekersley (29) and :Loss et al (19). 
FIG. 43. 
Go-ordinate System for D.F. lileasuremants. 
7.2.1 :02.1noi*s of Measurement. 
Consider four aerials A.B.O.D. io choose an ane,alur eo-ordinate 
system based on the vertical planes thoough 1, and 0,1;. Let 
be the projected vertical anEle of arrival on pions 3. nd 
the correspondinG quantity on O.D. atom if (-:4 	is the 1*.ise difference 
between any chosen component of the field of a pins wave at aerials 41 and 
B and It- ix the phun diffarenee betAon vnd 1), A hullo 
57. 
If the aerials have no mutual reactions on each other tnen the phase 
differences between the aignals in aerials iL and ids and in C and D will 
also be 01,4- 	(4.904). may then be deduced from the measured 
t 
values of doe-cL,_ 
It may be noted that the resolving power of the aerials defined 
as the rate of change of phase difference with respect to direction 
of arrival will be a maximum at vertical inoidence, that is 
e°1' v-- 21TI- A, 	c3t2. 	2111-Ca-, (1)Z 	(7ST9 
4: 
It will be zero for each pair when the waves arrive in the direction 
of the line joining the pair. 
7.2.2. Phase Measurements.  
The phase measuring equipment is required to indicate in a manner 
suitable for recording the phase difference between MI signals of 
nearly equal amplitude,'Although.methods (see for example (19) ) have 
been developed for displaying the phase differenoe directly on a CR tube, 
it was decided in the interests of simplicity to use the well known 
technique of applying the amplified signals directly to opposite pairs 
of plates of the tube. 
Suppose that two sine wave voltagesVI =Acp4(71-(9 	V/2.4.1*-414-4/9d 
proportional to the incoming wave electric vector amplitudes are 
applied to the vertical and horizontal deflection plates respectively. 
The deflection of the spot will be given by 
= 122  Va. 	kit .,!6%, CONVO-40*.fT 
If the phase difference between 71 and Y., is ,7( an ellipse will be 
produced which is bounded by a rectangle with sides 
X 1 . .21et A t 	y2- 2 lei A z. 
Since the ellipse cuts the horizontal axis at distanceXISlikei from the 
origin we have 
Sir\ cZ 	
16 A, 	 uf- 
 p‘ beicepf- 
(54) 
In practice it is more convenient to measure 41'" 	since this does not 
involve finding the centre of the ellipse. A alternative method is 
1- 	44, are It ',NA-joy v. 5imci4= e-  rtAl...of 	e5 	de Iliksf 
expressed by 
58. 
However, it has been shown (Benson and Carter (2Q ) that for a given 
size spot and ellipse the maximum errors of the second method will be 
nearly twige those of the first. 
7.2.3. Details of Aparetus. 
(i)Aerial System. 
The awrials used were single turn screened loops four feet square. 
They were mounted on g concrete foundations with their lower limbs about 
three feet above the ground. They were connected via cathode followers 
and twin shielded cable to the receiving hut. Balanced tuning condensers 
across the loops gave a tuning range of 3.5 to 7.5 Az/a, The feeder 
cables were buried one foot in the ground and the cathode followers were 
fed with power by buried wires alongside the kal cables. A coupling unit 
between the feeders and the resolver allowed any two loops to be connected 
to the receiver at one time, The mains cable was fed to the receiving 
hut in a trench 1 1 6" deep running along the line of one aerial pair. 
The whole system was situated approximately 1,000' from the pals. transmitter 
which has already been described in Section* 
(ii)Receiver. 
A modified Admiralty type FHB twin channel cathode ray DY receiver 
was used. This receiver was capable of independently amplifying and 
converting to IF frequency, two gl signals without appreciably altering 
their relative amplitudes and their phase differenee. Two similar 
superheterodyne amplifiers were used with a common frequency changing 
oscillator. The IF outputs were connected to the CH tube plates. The 
receiver included a test oscillator for lining up all stages. The 
general functional lay-out of the installation is shown in Fig.44 and 
the basis circuits in Pip. 45, 46 and 47. The IF band width was 
increased to 20 Xv/s with damping resistors. 
(iii)Cathochate, 
The cathode ray tube was a 7" diameter electrostatic tube with 
green flourescent screen of medium persistence. The geometrieal accuracy 
of the tube was such that the angular error of position of the spot did 
not exceed t°, The diameter Of the spot did not exceed 1 ma, pith 
moderate brilliance. Distortion of the ellipse due to inaccurately 
aligned electrodes was therefore less than one quarter line width for 
ellipses of 6 CM. major axis or less. A Oossor oscillograph camera, 
using 35 za6 film, was used to photograeh the screen. 
since 100 wee. pulse transmiesions ware ueed it eae necessary 
to eliminate all echoer_ except the wanted ones from the CD tubs. 
This was done by geting the tube uith pulses of edIestube width 
and delay fro n a pulse generator trigeared by the szeund wave of 
the tranemitter. 
eloo, it was necessary to knee the sense in ehioh the ellipse 
was traced on the screen to determine the eign of the ph2se difference. 
To resolve this ambiguity part of the IV sieeel vas fed into Q separate 
IF (-Amplifier and then applied to the 0dT grid. By tunine the 
external IF amplifier to produce a 45 0 phase chance in this signal 
a dark spot could be produced on one side or other of the 'ellipse, 
depending on the sense of rotation 
(iv)Gating Pulse Generator, 
13s pulse Eganarator was of oonvontionfa ty:pe, using 
nenoatable nulti-vibrators to produce both the ties deley and the 
variable width of the gating pulse. The deice' tie, utter triggering 
by the trancmitter ground wave, could be varied foe ODD cillisecond 
to five millieeconda. This ranee covered all L' 113(4= echoes. The 
-Dating pulse could be varied in width from 20 to 200 Dicresaconds. 
Generally, a hundred microsecond pulse wes ueed. The audio output 
of the receiver was fad to a separate 00 to give u type display 
which eholied the position in time of all ecL'eac e tether  with the 
position of the gating pulse. 
(v) Luallasilaporder. 
roat of the signal in each IV channel of the receiver wee 
simplified externally, detected and fed into u 6ca 7ele be OACJ. The 
euthode rey tube of this escillogreph wee, eloc Getsd. to jiopley on 
the screen the selected echo amplitude in each chennel. The screen 
wcz phDtocruphad, usinz continuously moving 06 a,71. 
Y.2.4. 	rat ion of the Receiver. 
As accuracy of the phase dikfarence LaAarellants Ath a reoiiver 
of this type is limited by the accuracy with which the ruin and phase 
shift of the two channels cen be established cad m_Ant'Ared. There 
were incorporated in the receiver a systen of se;itolles and variable 
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error could also be caused by slope of the site which in this case 
was 00 E-4 and le from South to North downwards. 
The total site and lining-up errors for the actualesition of the 
test oscillator were estimated by making a series of observations of 
the direction of arrival of F region ordinary echoes. The results 
obtained were 
[-NI.. 4 oErv.t,p,..s 
a 
e ret 
().4e' r. 
es- G -Z E. 
It was assumed that the mean diredtion of arrival of these echoes 
was vertical. 
(ii) Random Errors. 
(a) Phase Measurements. 
The accuracy of measuring phase difference by the ellipse 
method assmming pure sine waves is limited by the finite width of 
the ellipse line. In the present case the ellipse was photographed 
and tbe film projected in a film reader. The thickness of the line 
1 was generally about 	of the major axis of the ellipse. The 
dimensions were measured to the centre of the line. The errors involved 
in measuring the ellipse ware estimated by projecting it and marking 
the appropriate dimensions on blank paper. These were measured with 
dividers and rule. On a typical ellipse the BAD error over forty such 
measurements corresponded to 0.14 0 in direction. another determination 
on a larger ellipse gave 0.125°. The corresponding phase difference 
errors were 0.51o and 0.45o respectively. 
(b)Site Errors. 
At oblique incidence a major contribution to random phase OrTOTS 
is camsed by re-radiation from a large number of obstacles scattered over 
an area within several kilometres of the receiver. Lewever s with angles 
of arrival near vertical incidence, suoh OITOTS will be very small and 
negligible in comparison with errors in phase measurement. 
(0) Aerial Coupling Errors. 
It is only when the aerials have no mutual impedence that the 
phase difference between the currents in opposite aerials is equal to 
that between the wave field at thA L 	Tn nrantinn 
62, 
between the aerials may be reduced to a negligible amount by using 
screened loop aerials placed broadside on and separated by at least 
half a wave length. This was done in the installation described hero 
by establishing the base line and the direction of one loop with a 
theodolite and than orientating the second loop parallel to the first 
by sighting on distant objects. 
7.2.7. Method of Observation. 
When measuring the complete direction of arrival it was necessary 
to observe directions in the 7.1-6 vertical plane and in the EA plans 
successively by switching the loops. As a result a complete observation 
took about 25 seconds. The camera was operated mmually. When 
measureAants of only the IT-3 or the S=W °component of direction were made 
one photograph was taken every15 seconds. Fig*. 48 and 49 show typical 
examples of Z echo ellipses. 
Observations were =de cipinually and, since it wt.,s necessary to 
isolate the Z echo from the 0 and X echoes, only a short time was 
available for observations on each occasion. At Ebbart,F region Z 
echoes can normally be resolved over a frequency range of only a few 
hundred kilooycles below the Z critical frequency and, as a result, the 
measurement time was limited to that taken by the F region critical 
frequency to change through this range. D.F. measurements were generally 
possible only for about ten minutes, although on u few occasions the Z 
echo could be followed for about half an hour. The usual method of 
observation was to have the direction finder ready to operate during 
each afternoon on a frequency below the average maximum day time critical 
frequency. The slow decrease in critical frequency during the afternoon 
would then bring any resolvable Z echoes into the direction finder 
operating frequency. 
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FIG. 44. 
Block Diagrbm of Direction /inder. 
kIG. 40. 
Circuit of D.F. iteceiver. 
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EIG. 46. 
Circuit of Outboard I.F. 
FIG. 47. 
Circuit of Gating Pulse Gecerstor. 
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FIG. 48. 
Soho :4.13. and iti.O• sa1lpS0a. 
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FIG. 49. 
Series of Z Echo N.S. Ellipses. 
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FIG. 49 a. 
Twin Channel Amplitude Fading 
Pattern of Ordinary Echoes. 
(Time marks 10 seconds apart). 
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?.3 i,melitude Lbeeureeents. 
In meaouring the emAlitude of echeee oimulfaneauely of four 
eleees the eenual syetem o2 cozitioao1y ecording the am)litede of- 
a uelected echo is not suitable. Instead, it is necessary to use an 
outoefic meted, the simplest being thet of recdeding the amelitudes of 
all oeheau at reader intervals. Although this method is not a 
woefibable one for obtaining the comelets fading curve of a given echo, 
it is suitable for obtaining information about the average amplitude 
anE power. 
7.3.1. Details 
The four receivers used were of modified Loren tytlo A/A1104 with 
a band -width of 3D Ws and a tuning range from 1.5 to 11.5 o/e. T,hey 
were connected to ildeiralty type 96 indicator units, the OR screens of 
which were photographed with 55 mm. caaeras using continuously neving 
film. The echoes were displayed on a normal type 	time base. Inns 
times per minute the brilliance of the time base MIS increased sufficient- 
-1y for second to produce u record on the film. The audio and I.F. 
gains of the receivers were adjusted so that the signal amelitudee 
displayed on the CD tubes were ?;';, when overiecding of the I.E. ohne:nal:3 
occurred. Under these conditions the novenae curves of the receivers 
were linear up to 2/3 of the indicated overload points. Fig. 50 shows the 
maeaured raaponae curvaa. The tram:ratter, emItting 100 mIcrosacond 
pulses at the rate of 50 par second was the sane one which has previously 
been described in section 7.1.4. All the transmitting and recording 
equipment was normally switched on for two hours daily by time switches. 
7.5.2. Calibration of the Peceivers- 
Since the topograehical features of the available receiving sites 
varied greatly, it was considered that meaeuraelent of the absolute value 
of the echo aa:Aitude was impracticable. The ovavoll gains of the 
receivers ware tharaore a3aeured by raeordin the amplitude of ordinory 
echoes with reduced tranemitter power. Since the amplitude of ordinary 
echoes was usually between fifty and one hundred times that of echoes, 
67. 
ti s amplitudes of both typas 34';uld not bs reaorded at the sane tiue. 
It was assuTiod that tha average power level of ordinilry echoeo 
the sams at L1/ stations, thu averaLa aehe or tLes b3in3 
eAculated G3 i'0110-al: 
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7.3.0. 	 de1inp:2achn1yue. 
For a given statistical elstribution of oeho Lmplitudas we may 
ralGto the aver 	value to the avoracp obtainea by aandlinc the 
fading curve at given intervals. ::Oweve2, for eeheas the lenl]th 
of tho raeords available L:o 	';,:ea sufficient to deteraina their 
statistical distribution. 'Lille is beaausu the eahoes shuw the 
characteristic slow fading, usucily about two pea.Re per ,uinuto, which 
would bo expected fro:1 their narrow angular power cpeotraa. 
perls,i;osed on this is a. slow change in average level, uswAly 
with n 1;eriod of between five and 2iftaua minutes, whieh L:ny be dae 
to ch!7inges in the scAtering characteristice of the reflectiaG lc;yar. 
:i.51 shows n typical continuous record of 6 echo Lmplitudi obtained 
4th the anaitade racordor v,ttaahed to the 	ecuipIent. 
o UVOE 2.1i11116 	6usaaptions rd6),Tdiag the attiJtiea 
distribution oZ echo 4nplitudes tha errors involved ia sa2A.ing 
the mplitudes at different s..les ware e3tkvta0., aoij a typical 
continuous c_aAltatle rocord natal:to UM sumarised in -iable 
It can be seem that at the chosen rate of nine stA)les ,zer ninute 
the errors in finding tha averuges did not exceed7.4for a record 
lenstlia of fivo oinutea. 
7.6.4. .:2,easuremants.  
The caplitudo ocords w3re areurod by al-IL:Tel:cc t,1 in a fila 
ruoder. Thu errors uhlch occurred (Tarlac this wocassi were estited 
by projecting a typical echo photograph on to plain 	e.o4s. 
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error in measuring the ttmAitude of the echo forty times independently, 
was 3.2* of the mean value. For waak echoes the error would be 
proportionately greater. 
TABL8 5. 
No. of ..iairiples. 	Average Amplitude 
5 minute record rbitrary Units. 
FIG. 50. 	Receiver 
Response Curves. 
FIG. 51. Block 
Diagram of il.mplitude 
Recording Squipment. 
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FIG. 51 (a). 
Circuit of Receiver 
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FIG. 52. 
Typical Intermittent 4mp1itude Record, 
showing h Soho. 
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FIG. 5. 
Record =ihowini: Increase in 1.1 Echo implitude near 
the Critical Fre4uency. 
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FIG. 54. 
Continuous records of echo amplitudes obLined, u.ing the twin 
channel amplitude recorder attached to the Da. Equipment. 
liecords on each strip refer to the •p1itudes at the North and 
nth loops reJpectively (120' apart) The time marks are 
10 seconds apart. 
Inis record shows the typical d low fading of z• 
• 
8. OCICL:katii. 
A 
l'IDas•araciouto of th:) polo;lsation nna to anal° o anTival of 
ecaoes hava been made nt Eobart. 2hesa lcd to thc e bolieved 
ta bp ths conoot orplanztlen of I' rocioa t7i7)17: 
midalo latitudes, ncmoly, that tb Z echo rosnitSZmin tTla back-
ocattorinG from tho Zrefloction lovol, of on7ina2:7 1-7a7X1 which 
Lavo ?ionotratce. t ardian17 level of rancotion at a coatain 
critical anao of Incidence ( Ellis (01) ). 
It foilowca from no mechanism of owarrontoe of ech,loo that 
tiny should pops= *Was unique Drollorty of 7,,ottiminL; to t113 Gveund 
in a narmw baaa, 'as existence snd some of the charsotailistics 
of this beam ware da::onstrated by messurefients of the oaclitude of 
Z echoes in the vicinity of the tr-Insmi,', tter. These macsuremonts 
led to the concept of a prolDaention hole in the ioaosphore, some 
applications of which wore discussed. 
• 	 Leha707;raDMVITI:e5 
This work was carried out at the University of Tosannia aad at 
the ;fount ilalson Ionospheric gtation of the Caaaonuoalth Chearvatory. 
ho construction of th. D.F. oclyalpmont uas cid.z.'a by a Gramt to tbs 
Univoraity by the Radio EssocTohl3oLird of the C.0.0. Durins 
4. 
the period of the invontication the author 7. - as er..-ploysd by the 
Ionoopt2rio Prcdicticm Corvico of the c'omaiwL -isalth Lheorvatory, 
aka broble:1 of findicGc explcnation of tilplo oplittias was 
sursestedbyJr. 	O7Atead to whoa the author to iniabted for mnny 
helpful discucsions. :Ar. G. Ooldstona assiotad in buildiag and 
ev3r3tinc the cLplitlas equiment. 
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